Magnetic-fluorescent-targeting multifunctional aptasensorfor highly sensitive and one-step rapid detection of ochratoxin A.
A multifunctional aptasensor for highly sensitive and one-step rapid detection of ochratoxin A (OTA), has been developed using aptamer-conjugated magnetic beads (MBs) as the recognition and concentration element and a heavy CdTe quantum dots (QDs) as the label. Initially, the thiolated aptamer was conjugated on the Fe3O4@Au MBs through Au-S covalent binding. Subsequently, multiple CdTe QDs were loaded both in and on a versatile SiO2 nanocarrier to produce a large amplification factor of hybrid fluorescent nanoparticles (HFNPs) labeled complementary DNA (cDNA). The magnetic-fluorescent-targeting multifunctional aptasensor was thus fabricated by immobilizing the HFNPs onto MBs' surface through the hybrid reaction between the aptamer and cDNA. This aptasensor can be produced at large scale in a single run, and then can be conveniently used for rapid detection of OTA through a one-step incubation procedure. The presence of OTA would trigger aptamer-OTA binding, resulting in the partial release of the HFNPs into bulk solution. After a simple magnetic separation, the supernatant liquid of the above solution contained a great number of CdTe QDs produced an intense fluorescence emission. Under the optimal conditions, the fluorescence intensity of the released HFNPs was proportional to the concentration of OTA in a wide range of 15 pg mL(-1) -100 ng mL(-1) with a detection limit of 5.4 pg mL(-1) (S/N=3). This multifunctional aptasensor represents a promising path toward routine quality control of food safety, and also creates the opportunity to develop aptasensors for other targets using this strategy.